We report on large eddy simulations of the turbulent flow of air in hard disk drives (HDDs) using a commercial CFD code. In particular, we focus on HDD casings in which flow-induced vibrations are reportedly reduced by small geometrical modifications. The modifications investigated are M1: a blocking plate situated between the disks, M2: a spoiler (or deflector) located behind (downstream of) the actuator arm, and M3: a similar deflector upstream of the arm. We observed that M1, M2, and M3 significantly modify the mean flow patterns in the drives. M1 reduces velocity magnitudes in most parts of the drive, the modification of M2 causes flow reversal in regions close to the hub, while M3 causes the shedding of vortices upstream of the actuator arm. Our analysis points to M1 as the best candidate for mitigating the effects of turbulent airflow. This is because M1 is more effective in reducing the root-mean-square velocity fluctuations near the suspension. M1 is also more effective in reducing the pressure fluctuations near the base-plate and suspension region. This reduction, however, is at the cost of approximately 20% higher windage. Finally, we note that M3 has the adverse effects of increasing velocity and pressure fluctuations and hence is not the ideal candidate for mitigating airflow effects, among the modifications considered here.
A Study on the Efficacy of Flow Mitigation Devices in Hard Disk Drives I. INTRODUCTION
T HE turbulent flow of air generated by spinning disks in hard disk drives (HDDs) is known to be major contributor to undesirable vibrations of the head stack assembly (HSA). The continuing demand for higher capacities in HDDs has resulted in a continual increase in areal densities. Densities in excess of 100 Gb/in have been demonstrated and it is widely projected that conventional technology will ultimately achieve 1 Tb/in . It is foreseeable that at such areal densities, a track density of 0.5 million tracks/inch will be required, with each recorded bit being roughly 13 50 nm [1] . Under such conditions, the tracking accuracy required is approximately 1.5 nm root mean square (RMS). These goals place stringent requirements on the positioning accuracy of the actuator while accentuating the need to mitigate the various sources of track misregistration (TMR).
Several methods/techniques have been proposed to tackle the TMR problem.
1) By reducing the disk diameter and increasing its thickness, which increases the rigidity of the disk, reducing the TMR caused by disk vibrations and spindle run-out. 2) By increasing the stiffness of the HSA, especially the suspension. This causes the modes of vibration to move to higher frequency ranges, thereby reducing their relative amplitudes. 3) By achieving better control using a dual stage actuator. 4) By isolating the drive from external vibration, using fluid spindle bearings and possibly replacing the air with a lower density, noncorrosive gas like helium [1] . 5) By modifying the air flow in the drive using geometrical features, such that the resultant HSA vibrations are reduced. The specific goals of this work are: 1) to describe and understand the mechanics of flow in hard disk drives with such Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TMAG.2006.873193 flow-mitigating modifications using numerical simulation; 2) to quantify the effect of each modification on the RMS fluctuations; and 3) to provide a direct comparison of the performance of such modifications to aid future work in reducing flow-induced vibrations.
The modifications studied herein are in current use in disk drives and have been selected for investigation after examining several disk drives available in the market, in late 2004. The modifications investigated are: M1: a blocking plate situated between the disks, M2: a spoiler (or deflector) located behind (downstream of) the actuator arm, and M3: a similar deflector upstream of the arm. A comparison is made between the modifications M1-3 and the original disk drive without any modification, which we denote as M0.
This paper is organized into three parts. 1) In Part I, we review the literature on the problem of air flow effects in disk drives, both experimental and numerical. Next we describe the geometric details of the modifications and outline the simulation techniques we used. 2) In Part II, we discuss the major flow features associated with each modification with a view to understand the underlying physics. We report on how the flow develops after formation of the wake and how the turbulence intensity varies across the drive enclosure. 3) In Part III, we present velocities and pressure data in the immediate vicinity of the actuator arm. Here, we present RMS fluctuations and their corresponding frequency content.
II. PART I

A. Prior Research
There has been significant experimental, theoretical and numerical research on air flow in hard disk drives, over the past 30 years. A comprehensive review of the literature is detailed in the Ph.D. thesis of [2] , but this may not be available to all readers. Hence, we provide a short review of the main accomplishments so far.
0018-9464/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE Experimental Research: The experimental work of Lennemann [3] was one of the first experimental investigations directly focused on disk drives. The author used model disks of diameter between 355.6 and 457 mm running at 710-600 rpm and used water and aluminum powder for flow visualization. Experiments were performed with and without a slider arm. The author shows the existence of a central laminar core that is rotating slightly slower than the disk and a highly turbulent outer region. The paper also contains an extensive list of prior work related to rotating disks, but not specifically disk drives.
Kaneko et al. [4] performed similar flow visualization experiments to study the flow between disks with and without a cylindrical shroud. They observed a "bumpy laminar core" that extended from the hub to the mid-radius of the disks, followed by a "more turbulent outer region."
Abrahamson et al. [5] performed experiments using an acid-base indicator, Bromothymol Blue, in water. Disk speeds were varied from 5 to 50 rpm, the disk diameter was fixed at 112 cm. They observed three distinct regions of flow: "a solid body inner region near the hub, an outer region dominated by counter rotating vortices and a boundary layer region near the shroud." They reported that decreasing the Ekman number or increasing the axial spacing between the disks resulted in lesser vortical structures in the outer region and consequently greater overall mixing.
Girard et al. [6] investigated the effect of an actuator-like rotary arm on the flow field in the drive, using water based flow visualization. Their main conclusions were related to the effect of the arm and the wake it creates.
Several authors [7] - [9] performed several laser-Doppler velocimetry experiments of rotating disks with and without an obstruction. They primarily reported mean and RMS values of circumferential velocities and the corresponding frequency content. Usry et al. [9] also conclude that once the flow separates by flowing over the obstruction, "the flow does not recover within one revolution from the effects of the obstruction."
Experimental research using realistic disk drive configurations for suspensions and sliders has been limited. Yamaguchi et al. [10] performed hot wire anemometer experiments using a suspension in a uniform and rotating flow. They found no noticeable peaks in the frequency content of the flow and concluded that the flow acts as an aperiodic irregular excitation.
In the Ph.D. thesis of Gross [11] , experimental data in the near vicinity of the e-block arm was made available. Gross also investigated the effect of the thickness of the e-block arm and the shape of its trailing edge on the airflow and consequently on the flow induced vibrations in the slider.
Numerical Research: Among the first numerical investigations of the air flow in disk drive like enclosures was done by Chang et al. [12] . Using a finite difference code incorporating the model, they showed good agreement between experiments and simulation with regard to the mean flow velocity and heat transfer characteristics.
The first three-dimensional numerical study of the unsteady flow was published by Humphrey et al. [13] . They showed that the toroidal vortices at the shroud "acquire a time-varying sinuous shape in the circumferential direction."
Using a different code, Suzuki et al. [14] numerically studied the effect of a radially inserted actuator arm and an "airlock" (which is a similar obstruction to the flow). They mainly discuss the pressure, shear stress and disk torque coefficient that they compute. Using the same code as Suzuki et al. [14] , Iglesias et al. [15] performed two-and three-dimensional calculations for different Reynolds numbers. Using a similar noncommercial software Kazemi [2] has conducted 2-D and 3-D numerical calculations of the flow around a suspension-head unit and reports the resulting vibrations calculated by a finite-element technique.
Most of the recent works on air flows in disk drives have used commercial CFD software. Due to the rapid increase in computer speeds and research advances in turbulence modeling, numerical investigations are increasingly modeling the geometrical complexities of a real HDD.
Ng et al. [16] performed CFD calculations using CFX-5, Shimizu et al. [17] used large eddy simulation (LES) to study flow induced disk flutter, and Shimizu et al. used LES to study the airflow induced vibrations of the HGA. Tsuda et al. [18] report DNS results, while Tatewaki et al. [19] report LES results of airflows in realistic disk drives.
Recognizing that the air flow in a disk drive is highly unsteady and random, most researchers have performed unsteady (time-marching) calculations, typically using LES, (or where resources permit, DNS). Calculations based on Reynolds Averaged methods (which are useful in predicting mean flow fields and particle trajectories) have also been reported by Song et al. [20] .
Finally, there has also been some published work on reducing flow induced vibrations in disk drives. Hirono et al. [21] study the effect of an upstream spoiler, while Nakamura et al. [22] study the effect of miniaturizing the suspension. There has also been some (experimental) work using very similar modifications that have been studied here. For example, Deeyienyang et al. [23] studied the use of "squeeze air bearing plates" in reducing the vibrations of the disk. Other methods of mitigating flow induced vibrations have also been proposed. For example, Hendriks et al. [24] propose the use of an "aerodynamic bypass" which can offer drastic reduction in the upstream pressure at lower costs.
B. Model Setup
A top view of the geometrical models simulated are shown as follows, M0 in Fig. 1, M1 in Fig. 2 , M2 in Fig. 3 , and M3 in Fig. 4 .
The relevant geometrical modifications have been highlighted for clarity. Geometrical data that is common to all simulations is given in Table I , while geometrical data specific to each simulation is given in Tables II-IV . Numerical modeling information that is common to all simulations is given in Table V and boundary conditions are outlined in Table VI . Our simulations use the Algebraic dynamic LES model [25] which the authors consider to be the optimal LES model for the current work (see [26] ). To avoid the well known diffusive behavior of upwind based methods with LES [27] , we use central differencing for discretizing the convective terms. A time step of 2 10 s was chosen so that we are able to resolve a maximum frequency of 25 kHz. A steady solution was used as initial conditions for all of the simulations. Such a steady solution forms a good equilibrium approximation to the mean flow from which the transient solutions can be computed.
Finally, information about the mesh used in the simulations is given in Table VII . All simulations used an unstructured mesh that was created in 2-D and extruded in the axial direction. The mesh generation algorithm creates a grid which is dominant in TABLE I  GEOMETRY DATA   TABLE II  MODEL SPECIFIC GEOMETRY DATA, M1   TABLE III  MODEL SPECIFIC GEOMETRY DATA, M2   TABLE IV  MODEL SPECIFIC GEOMETRY DATA, M3 quadrilateral cells, with approximately 90% of the cells being quadrilateral, the rest being triangular. This helps in two ways: more grid lines (i.e., cell faces) can be oriented orthogonal to the direction of the mean flow, and the total number of cells for a given maximum cell width is reduced, compared with a purely TABLE V  CFD MODELING INFORMATION   TABLE VI  BOUNDARY CONDITIONS   TABLE VII  GRID INFORMATION triangular mesh. The mesh used for the simulation M0 is shown in Fig. 5 , where the grid lines are plotted on the midplane between the disks. The grid is nonuniform, and a significant portion of the grid nodes are concentrated in the vicinity of the actuator and in it's wake. The resolution is also increased near the shroud and the disks. Thirty-two cells were used (totally) in the axial direction. While it is known that the axial resolution greatly affects the shedding dynamics, our resolution was chosen for computational feasibility. Nonetheless, the limited axial resolution has the possibility of affecting all the unsteady results and should be investigated on the availability of more computational resources.
In Table VII the average cell volume is calculated by taking a mean of all the computational volumes in the simulation domain. The average grid resolution is the cube root of the average cell volume, which forms a measure of the representative grid size. We note that the grid resolution used in our studies is at the limit of current desktop computers. Each of our calculations takes several (3-4) weeks to complete, hence performing such calculations for different grids and observing the convergence of statistical quantities is not feasible. However, an estimate of the grid resolution may be got by comparing our grid size with the Kolmogorov scale for such flows [2] , [26] . This comparison tells us that our resolution is approximately 15 the Kolmogorov scale of the flow, which suggests that our grid resolution is appropriate for large eddy simulation.
III. PART II
We start by discussing some physical features of the flow and subsequently describe the more quantitative results.
A. Major Flow Features
Flows in disk drive enclosures are highly unsteady with partly laminar and partly turbulent regions. Snapshots of the turbulent flow in our simulations are shown in Figs. 7-10. Plotted therein is the axial component of velocity on the midplane between the disks. Instead of choosing a monotonic scale for plotting this component of velocity, a staggered scale (similar to an interference pattern) is used. This helps in visualizing sharp velocity gradients that characterize the turbulent eddies, which may not appear in a monotonic scale. However quantitative information about the velocity magnitude is lost in this presentation mode. Nonetheless, this is acceptable for now, since we refer to quantitative data in later sections.
As the air flows over the structures forming an obstruction, it undergoes separation causing the formation of vortical structures (see (1) in Fig. 7) . The vortex shedding causes changes in the circulation around the arm, which causes fluctuation in the drag it experiences. Turbulent eddies formed in the wake of the arm are convected by the mean flow due to the disk rotation and dissipate by the time they reach an angular position of approximately 225 (see (2) in Fig. 7) . In describing radial and angular locations of our geometry, the origin is taken at the center of rotation of the disks. Angular positions are calculated by counter-clockwise rotation from the horizontal axis. This dissipation is due to viscous action and converts the kinetic energy of the turbulent flow to internal energy. The turbulence intensity of the flow coming toward the actuator arm is between 5% and 10% (as later explained by Fig. 19 ). At the curved wall which forms the shroud one observes the presence of one or two toroidal vortices (see (3) in Fig. 7 ). These structures appear to be Taylor vortices formed due to three dimensional instability of the laminar boundary layer as it flows over the concave boundary. Finally, in the region upstream of the actuator arm, where the enclosure expands to accommodate the arm, one observes the separation of the flow and the formation of a turbulent region. (see (4) in Fig. 7 )
When compared with M0, M1 shows significant changes in the flow field, which is plotted in Fig. 8 . The presence of the blocking plate essentially blocks out a significant portion of the flow, forcing the rest around it. The mean velocity of the flow is reduced because the blocking plate acts in regions where the linear velocity of the disk is higher. However, vorticity shedding at the trailing edge of the blocking plate increases the turbulence of the flow approaching the e-block arm (see (5) in Fig. 8) . Also, one observes the presence of a region of flow reversal (and stagnation) near the hub. The presence of the blocking plate causes an adverse pressure gradient in the air flowing toward it, causing some portions of the flow to stagnate and reverse direction (see (6) in Fig. 8) .
In simulation M2, plotted in Fig. 9 , the presence of a thick (1.6 mm compared to a disk-to-disk spacing of 2.2 mm) downstream rib blocks a significant portion of the flow. At the midplane, the mean azimuthal velocity is decreased almost everywhere in the drive. The presence of the rib causes the flow to stagnate and reverse direction in a significant portion of the drive (see (7) in Fig. 9 ). The inner and outer edges of the rib are a source of vorticity shedding too, which increases the turbulence intensity of the downstream flow (see (8) in Fig. 10 ).
In simulation M3, which is plotted in Fig. 10 , the flow field is similar to M0, except that the upstream spoiler acts as another source of generation of turbulent eddies. The eddies shed from the top and bottom edges cause added velocity fluctuations in the upstream portion of the flow field (see (9) in Fig. 10 ). This significantly increases the velocity fluctuations near base of the e-block arm and the suspension.
B. Evolution of Flow
It is expected that the airflow velocity magnitude is the smallest in the wake, and the flow gains momentum from the rotating disks as it flows around. To gain more insight into this process we plot the inter-disk velocity profiles at four points in the drive. In polar coordinates, these four points are (14.96, 340 ), (14.96, 45 ) , (14.96, 135 ) , (14.96, 225 ) . mm corresponds to rd the radial span of the disks, chosen so as to not lie within the blocking plate. The angular positions were chosen so as to not lie in the path of any modification. These angular locations are referenced using a right hand coordinate system. The origin lies at the center of the disks, and corresponds to the horizontal passing through the origin. Angular positions are then increasing in the counter-clockwise direction. Data plotted in each figure is the average velocity profile over six revolutions of the disks. In this paper, when a direct comparison between simulations is permitted, the results are plotted using a common convention. This convention is explained in the legend given in Table VIII .
In Figs. 11-14 , the azimuthal velocity of the flow is plotted as a function of the axial coordinate for the above mentioned four points.
refers to the top of the bottom disk, while mm refers to the bottom of the top disk. All figures are plotted to the same scale for convenience. It is observed that, at 340 , in the wake, M0 shows the fullest velocity profile, implying that the unmodified flow is the fastest in the wake. The velocity profile for M1 is less full because of the presence of the blocking plate, while M2 shows a midspan flow reversal in the wake. The presence of the downstream rib and its corresponding pressure gradient causes the flow to reverse directions in the wake. At any given instant we expect the air to flow both forward and backward, but when averaged over time, it appears that the mean flow is in the reverse direction. Our simulation shows that part of the flow closer to the disks flows in the direction of rotation, while the bulk of the center section flows in the reverse direction.
As the flow moves on to 45 , the velocity profiles for all the simulations become fuller due to the diffusion of momentum from the rotating disks. M0, which is the flow without any obstructions, shows the largest magnitude, while M2 shows the smallest profile. None of the profiles show flow reversal. The width of the (laminar) boundary layer is approximately the same in each simulation. M2 shows the largest velocity gradient in the boundary layer, hence we can expect higher viscous action at the disks. We also note that when averaged over time, the calculated velocity profiles are symmetric with respect to the midplane, as expected.
At 135 , M0 again shows the fullest profile, and M2 begins to show flow reversal, which is due to the presence of the downstream spoiler, approximately 180 upstream of this location. The profile for M3 is similar to M0, reduced in magnitude by approximately 50%. This is a direct consequence of the upstream spoiler.
Finally at 225 , the profiles for M0 and M1 are almost identical, M3 is reduced from M0 by approximately 50%, while M2 shows flow reversal. This confirms the fact that the presence of the downstream spoiler causes a significant portion of the flow in the drive to reverse direction, mostly in the regions close to the hub.
Figs. 15-18 show the radial velocity as a function of the axial coordinate for the same four points as in Figs. 11-14 . In each figure, one observes a positive spike in radial velocity immediately adjacent to the disks, as expected, due to the centrifugal effect.
At 340 , in the wake, the radial velocity profiles are not too different from each other. They are mainly affected by the constraining geometry of the model, which tends to squeeze the flow in the radial space between the hub and the shroud. For this reason, two peaks in the radial inflow velocity (i.e., negative radial velocity) are observed for each profile.
At 45 , (see Fig. 17 ) the radial velocity of M1 is strongly negative. This is because the blocking plate tends to bend the streamlines toward the hub. The other profiles show radial outflow, with M2 showing the largest variation across the inter-disk spacing. Table VIII for legend.) At 135 , M1 again shows the effect of the blocking plate, while M3 shows the effect of the upstream spoiler, both of which tend to create radial inflows.
Finally, at 225 , the presence of the upstream spoiler is clearly evident as indicated by the strong negative radial velocity profile for M3. On the other hand, M1 now shows larger positive radial velocity, since beyond the trailing edge of the blocking plate lies an expansion region where the flow can radially spread, before approaching the actuator. Table VIII for legend.) disks. Turbulence intensity is defined as the ratio of the RMS of (total) velocity fluctuation to the mean velocity at that location. In general, one observes that the TI is higher in regions closer to the hub, than regions near the outer radius. This is because, near the hub, the disk velocities are small, the flow tends to reverse direction and hence the RMS fluctuations appear to be a larger fraction of the mean.
C. Turbulence Intensity
For chord 1 in Fig. 19 , one can clearly observe a single peak in TI due to the wake of the actuator arm for M0, M1, and M3. TI values are smaller near the outer and inner radii, hence it appears that a large part of the wake fluctuation is located near midway between the outer and inner radii. Compared to M0, M1 shows significantly reduced turbulence intensity. For M2 one observes two peaks, which is due to the vortex shedding occurring from the inner and outer edges of the downstream spoiler.
On observing the turbulence intensity of M1 in Figs. 20-22 we notice higher fluctuations near the hub at 45 and 135 , but higher fluctuations away from the hub at 225 . This is because Table VIII for legend.) the vorticity shedding from the trailing edge of the blocking plate contributes to the fluctuations at 225 . (In Fig. 21 , the TI profile for M1 is incomplete due to the blocking plate.) M0 and M3 show remarkably similar TI profiles along each chord, indicating the presence of the upstream spoiler does not change the turbulent fluctuations along the chords being considered.
The TI profile for M2 along chord 4 (at 225 ) shows a large peak approximately midway between the inner and outer radii. The presence of a large peak in TI implies that the flow is changing direction frequently, which makes the fluctuations a large percent of the mean. For this reason, one may consider this peak to represent the boundary between the forward and reverse flowing air.
IV. PART III
We now shift our attention from examining the entire flow domain to examining the region close to the actuator arm. The Table VIII for legend.) following results pertain to velocity and pressure data at a few specific points (ranging from 1-32), which are shown in Fig. 23 . These points lie close to the face of the actuator at an axial position which is at the center of the solid structure. For example, points 4-10 are along the centerline of the e-block arm, while 12-22 are along the centerline of the lower suspension. We also note that the frequency spectra reported here using our LES cannot account for the spectra associated with the small scales of motion. LES solves for the large scales by taking into account the energy transfer mechanism between the large and the small scales of motion. However, since there is no explicit representation of the small scales, their contribution to the frequency spectra cannot be obtained.
A. Velocity Fluctuations
To begin, we examine the RMS of the in-plane velocity fluctuations. This is plotted in Fig. 24 . RMS fluctuations for M0-3 have been plotted on separate subfigures for clarity.
The figure for M0 shows two distinct peaks near points 5-8. These are the fluctuations arising due to the expansion of the shroud just upstream of the e-block arm (see (4) in Fig. 7) . Two more peaks in fluctuation are observed: at point 18, due to the eddies at the slider and at points 21-22, due to the eddies from the corner of the base plate.
Comparing this to M1 it appears that M1 is able to dampen the fluctuations near the slider, but the fluctuations near the e-block arm actually increase. This is indeed a favorable effect since fluctuations near the e-block arm contribute less to actuator vibrations than fluctuations near the slider. The added fluctuations near the e-block arm are due to the eddies from the trailing edge of the base plate (see (5) in Fig. 8 ).
M2 displays less fluctuations near the base of the actuator but increased fluctuations near the region of the slider. Finally, M3 shows much higher fluctuations at the base of the actuator (points 1-5 and 29-32) and the base-plate and suspension region (points 10-15) due to the shedding of vortices from the upstream spoiler.
Further insight into the RMS fluctuations can be gained from the frequency spectra of the in-plane velocity at each point. This is plotted for M0-3 (to the same scale) in Figs. 25-28 . The coloration of each figure corresponds to decibel amplitude of the spectrum.
Comparing Fig. 26 to Fig. 25 , one readily observes that the blocking plate dampens the power in the spectrum at all locations except the base of the e-block arm. However, the spectra do not show significant changes near the suspension using any other modification. In fact, from Fig. 28 , it is evident that the presence of the upstream spoiler actually increases the Plotted in Fig. 29 are the RMS of the out-of-plane (axial) velocity fluctuations. The plot for M0 shows two significant peaks-one corresponding to the fluctuations arising from the expansion of the shroud, and the other corresponding to the vortex shedding off the slider edge. The trailing edge of the e-block arm (region 24-30) also shows higher axial fluctuations.
In the same figure, one observes that the out-of-plane fluctuations near the slider are reduced by the presence of the blocking plate, they are favorably reduced almost everywhere in M2, but are significantly increased in M3. The upstream spoiler contributes to the significantly high out-of-plane fluctuations near the base of the e-block arm (region 2-5 and 29-32).
Plotted in Figs. 30-33 are the corresponding frequency spectra, which provide more quantitative information regarding the spectral distribution of the out-of-plane velocity fluctuations. Again the spectrum for M1 in Fig. 31 contains lesser power than the spectrum for M0. A common observation from these figures is that, when a modification is used to reduce RMS fluctuations of velocity, higher frequency bands, corresponding to the smaller of the resolved eddies, are damped out. This implies that the energy content of the smaller eddies is reduced by the use of modifications like the blocking plate, while the energy content of the largest eddies, which is determined by the disk spacing and disk speed of rotation, remain relatively unchanged.
Finally, we note the lack of any consistent peak in the frequency spectra of the in-plane or out-of-plane velocity fluctuations. This demonstrates that the vortex shedding process is incoherent (i.e., vortex shedding does not occur preferably at a particular frequency).
B. Pressure Difference Across the Actuator
For hard disk drive actuators it is known that form drag due to pressure produces forces 2 orders higher in magnitude than skin friction (viscous) drag. Hence, we examine the RMS of pressure fluctuations along the length of the actuator. Fluctuations in pressure at the leading or trailing face of the actuator contribute to it's in-plane motions, while the lesser important out-of-plane shows that with the addition of a downstream spoiler, the frequency content of the spectrum is relatively unchanged, except that the amplitude of the spectrum is overall reduced. This suggests that although the amount of energy in pressure fluctuations Table VIII for legend.) has been reduced, the distribution of energy over spatial scales of motion has remained unchanged. Finally, Fig. 38 confirms the fact that the upstream spoiler is ineffective in reducing pressure fluctuations.
C. Windage
It is expected that the cost of using modifications such as M0-3 should not be prohibitively high. Here we report on the windage loss calculated as a part of our simulations. Windage is calculated by integrating the shear stress over the disks to determine the power consumed (due to viscous action) by rotating the disks. Windage also represents the total energy input into our computational domain, while the sinks of energy are represented by molecular and sub-grid scale dissipation. Note that our calculations include the viscous loss at the hub, but do not include the viscous loss at the edge (rim) of the disks. It is expected that windage (i.e., energy input) should remain constant over the duration of the simulation. Plotted in Fig. 39 is the time history of the windage calculated as a function of the disk revolutions. One observes that although the initial conditions were inaccurate in predicting the windage, it asymptotes to a constant value in approximately 2 disk revolutions.
One also observes that M1, due to its large blocking plate, consumes the most power, while the windage loss for M2 is also high, given the flow reversal near the hub. This is expected given that the axial velocity gradients are considerably higher for M1 and M2 compared to M0 and M3 leading to higher shear stresses on the disks. The windage losses for M0 and M3 are almost identical.
V. CONCLUSION
Numerical simulations have revealed several general insights into the flows inside disk drive casings. As the air flows over the actuator, it separates at the leading edge corners. The shear layer formed as a result of this rolls up into vortices which form the wake. The vortex shedding process is devoid of any coherency; it appears to be random as has been confirmed by several other researchers. The turbulent wake is transported by the mean flow of the rotating disks, while is dissipates by viscous action. Additional generation of vorticity takes place at the shroud, where toroidal vortices roll up due to the curvature of the streamlines. The use of the modifications discussed above generally result in additional points of vortex shedding, and depending on where the turbulence intensity is increased in the drive, this additional turbulence may or may not affect the actuator arm. M1 and M2 actually decrease the mean velocity of the flow as is demonstrated in the axial velocity profiles. This reduction in the kinetic energy of the flow (for the same disk rotation speed), causes reduced velocity fluctuations in the wake and in the regions immediately close to the actuator arm. Reiterating, in close proximity to the actuator arm, especially in the region of the base-plate and suspension (see points #11-23 in Fig. 23 ) M1 has the smallest RMS in-plane and out-of-plane velocity fluctuations. M1 and M2 also have the smallest pressure fluctuations in this region while M3 appears to be a bad candidate based on all the RMS data presented.
We note that pressure-based loading on the actuator accounts for most of the off-track vibrations since pressure drag is 2 orders in magnitude larger than viscous drag. From this metric both M1 and M2 appear to be suitable candidates for reducing flow induced vibrations. However, we note that velocity fluctuations are also responsible for fluctuation of the forces on the actuator, and their effect may not appear directly in the RMS of the pressure fluctuations, which is a second order statistical moment. Changes in the velocity field near the arm causes changes in circulation around the arm, which is linearly related to the loading on the actuator arm. (For the Kutta-Zhukowski theorem, see [29] ) Taking this into consideration, it appears that M1 is a better candidate than M2 for reducing flow induced vibrations.
We note that this analysis is not complete in some respects: an accurate representation of the frequency spectra of the flow is lacking. This is because LES was used for the calculation. This can be overcome by using direct numerical simulation (DNS). However, for the complicated geometries investigated here, DNS may remain prohibitively expensive for several years to come. Secondly, LDV measurements of the vibrations of the arm or accurate and reliable dynamic calculations of the response of the actuator arm to the flow, are currently unavailable. The availability of this data will be very useful in validating our results. Finally, in this study, the arm was positioned at the ID position only. The spoiler devices play a different role at different arm positions and the efficacy of these devices across various arm positions is worth investigating.
